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     This research compared China Central Television’s two documentaries 
remembering China’s Victory of the Anti-Japanese War in 1945, which were released 
in 2005 (observing the 60
th
 anniversary of the Victory) and 2015 (observing the 70
th
 
anniversary of the Victory) respectively. Through a content analysis of the 
transcriptions of the two documentaries, the study finds that although the two 
documentaries reported the same historical event, the film released in 2015 has shifted 
to stress more on international cooperation, national resistance, unity of ethnic 
minority, neutral attitude, overseas Chinese unity, and has improved the image of 
KMT in contrast to the film released in 2005. Via selecting the sources and historical 
events, the narratives of the 2015 film differed quite a lot from the 2005 edition. I 
argue that the reasons that may have led to the differences between the two 
documentaries are the dynamics between the ruling party's political demands and 
journalistic professionalism. Although journalistic professionalism in China is "partial 
and fragmented", and limited at the operational level, journalists in China identify 
themeselves with professionalism beliefs. They would try to report historical events in 
professional way, particularly by following the rules of balance and objectivity when 
political environment permitted.  Meanwhile, the paper argues that changes in the 
political environment is the external conditions which make journalistic 
professionalism possible, including recent trend in history studies regarding the 
KMT’s positive role in the battlefield, increasing communication between mainland 
China and Taiwan, and the government’s attitude to take international public opinion 
more seriously. 
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